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Due to the cell size decrements and limited sojourn time on a high speed
train mobility, unnecessary handovers (HOs) occur, which can lead to
higher network communication costs, and affect passengers quality of
service (QoS). This paper proposes a novel blockchain-enabled privacy
preserving HO skipping framework by using train mobility dataset from
the city of London. Using a complex dataset parameters, passenger traf-
fic flows are modelled by averaging various train lines and station’s foot-
fall numbers utilising blockchain to maintain privacy. The framework
stores pseudonym addresses in order to track the path of users. The pro-
posed framework allows for a better trade-off in terms of 2% (approx.)
gain in average throughput, over 100% gain in the last-hop signal qual-
ity, and a 50% reduction in HO costs, while also addressing the needs
for resources to operate the blockchain.

Introduction: Increasing traffic demands with the continuous use of mo-
bile network is vital in driving the evolution of small cells (SCs) that
form a dense network. Such formation of cells would address the capac-
ity crunch needs for daily train passengers. For instance, the evolution of
fifth-generation (5G) and beyond, brings mobile devices and passenger
subscriptions more widespread with increasing data traffic demands and
establishing resources accordingly [1]. However, due to the high speed
trains mobility, frequent HO rates can cause low quality data transmis-
sions, which have been an outstanding challenge for passengers demand-
ing mobile resources. Communication loss has been noted due to unnec-
essary frequent HOs and thus, affecting the overall QoS [2, 3]. With
the availability of limited resources for fast moving train passengers in
ultra-dense networks (UDNs), it is difficult to keep track and monitor
the trajectories of the passengers in order to maintain a decent QoS with
enhanced throughput, reduced costs, and intelligent HO management [4,
5]. Random base station (BS) deployment is used to capture BS inten-
sity, HO rate, and user throughout where all possible BS realisations are
taken into consideration. This leads to a general quantification, known as
spatial average that enables rigorous analytical studies via Poisson point
process (PPP) [6].

Traditional mobility prediction models analysed passenger move-
ments fed into machine learning (ML) for establishing best chosen daily
routes [4]. However they failed to highlight the importance of last-hop
signal strength and delay tolerant model. This is where intelligent
HO processes can be driven ensuring passengers are within service
footprints along their trajectories to prevent unnecessary resources
waste. For instance, in ref. [2], smart HO management is exploited
by considering topology awareness and estimated user trajectories.
Their works accounted for cell-locations and cell-sizes to take the HO
skipping decisions. In ref. [1], HO skipping technique based on the
upcoming cell topology is presented where users’ association with
their closest BS and HO decision is taken by considering cell-area and
cell-distance. HO is skipped when the value of the criterion is less than
a predefined threshold.

As it can be seen, most HO skipping schemes considered in the
literature involve some sort of data collection from users. However,
with more users being aware of their privacy nowadays, it is becom-
ing increasingly complex and challenging to convince users to share
their data, as there are several concerns in terms of how their data is
utilised [7, 8]. Therefore, a need for a novel approach ensuring anony-

mous and secure data collection from users with their consent. There are
traditional methods used for user tracking such as, TraceTogether App
powered by Bluetrace [9] protocol and Google Apple Contact Tracing.
Both methods used Bluetooth low energy for discovery of proximity
users. In TraceTogether, users’ devices are always in the active mode,
i.e. broadcasting state to locally record clients but on the compromise
of mobile battery. There are also some security threats such as, its
vulnerable wireless interface, jamming, sniffing etc. Due to the high
risk of security, the Bluetooth physical layer has to sacrifice on the
hardware identification for keeping it concealed against attacks. Other
method, Google Apple Contact Tracing has a different privacy mecha-
nism compared to TraceTogether App. In this tracing, users’ identities
are not kept by the provider, hence becomes privacy preserved. But
their dependency relies on the central server for contact matching and
notifications which consecutively brings a concern of trajectory attack
on user’s privacy. As this method is central server dependent, it builds
and modifies users’ profiles with the access information available in
the server, resulting potential exposures of users’ private data. There is
another application which was a joint production of Apple and Google
to keep the users’ identities preserved, relied on Bluetooth [10].

Similarly, in ref. [11], safe commute concept was provided by ensur-
ing necessary arrangements managing daily train travellers with their
specific profiles such as, 16–59 years and over 60 years (vulnera-
ble age-group). On one hand where technology is supporting contact-
tracing, there are issues with the privacy being preserved on the other.
In the aforementioned techniques, the dependency remained on the
third party server to address any alerts and provides resolution [9–11].
Moreover, there are other threats to the mentioned approaches due to
their centralised server nature. As such, one promising way forward
is through blockchain decentralised data management framework [8].
Since blockchain does not rely on a central authority, it is less prone to
failure, it is more transparent as every transaction is public, more secure
due to encryption, as well as anonymous, as users are behind pseudonym
addresses [12].

Our novel framework for HO skipping in high mobility train network
relies on passengers data collection with their consent using blockchain
methodology. Whenever passengers enter a train station, passengers that
have downloaded the mobile application automatically interact with the
station’s access point and send some basic information, such as their in-
bound/outbound stations (via location coordinates that are converted to a
station identified IDs, for example), and their pseudonymous addresses
which conceal their identities. Since each BS can be operated by dif-
ferent network providers, as non trusting bodies, we consider that each
BS can act as a blockchain node, providing a trusted platform for these
nodes to communicate and exchange information with each other. Thus,
by collecting information from users, the proposed framework exploits
individual HO skipping decisions for each passenger, since after the
blocks are validated by the blockchain, the information is readily avail-
able at all BSs, which can be used for HO skipping decisions. Hence,
blockchain is used to provide overall end-to-end security throughout
the journey of passengers and not used in every step of HO process.
Step-by-step HO process would be executed as normal with additional
blockchain security layer. In addition, our scheme is orthogonal to the
existing technology that it complements the existing framework by work-
ing at the application layer being responsible for collecting data about
which train stations passengers have entered/exited to/from. By deploy-
ing this blockchain framework on top of other existing HO skipping, a
better trade-off in terms of HO cost, user QoS, and good signal quality at
the last-hop can be achieved. At the last hop, passengers are more prone
to use their mobiles in order to contact family & friends, check e-mails
or messages, make calls etc. These features are known to be influential to
the performance of passenger-assisted mobility in LUO train networks.
Thus, our simulation model provides end-to-end privacy mechanism us-
ing blockchain technology at the known and unknown features focusing
on crucial last hops in order to arrange necessary resources. Our main
contributions are:

• A novel blockchain-enabled framework is proposed to track individual
users’ through train stations.

• A secure and private platform is proposed to collect users’ data
throughout their trajectory.
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• Based on individual user information, user-specific HO skipping is
achieved, leading to a better trade-off in terms of network HO cost,
user QoS, and last-hop signal quality.

System model: The proposed blockchain framework considers down-
link stream with several BSs dispersed over London underground and
overground (LUO) train network. The geographical area surrounded the
LUO train network has a rectangle with sides L1 and L2 covering a spe-
cific train line as a use-case. According to a PPP mobility, BSs are evenly
deployed with rate λ in the specified area. Each BS has a specific transmit
power Tx and bandwidth, W . Composed of S stations and a predefined
speed v, the users u, can board/leave the train at any station.

User parameters: Passengers modelling is based on their distances from
the BSs surrounding the train network in our framework. The set of all
passengers either they are in the train carriages or alighting at the stations
are represented as, U = 1, 2, . . . , u with BSs as, B = 1, 2, . . . , bk for a
user association rule. The calculation of RSRP measurements are done
by locating the passengers in the train and their association to the closest
e-NodeB (eNB) BS. Therefore RSRP can be calculated as [2],

RSRPu,bk = Tx · h · d−α
u,bk

, (1)

where, Tx is the eNB transmit power, h is the channel gain, du,bk is the
distance between user u and BS bk , and α is the path loss exponent from
unit variance Rayleigh distribution.

The average RSRP sum of all passengers to the average interference
sum of noise N is measured by signal to interference and noise ratio
(SINR) [13] as,

SINRu,bk = RSRPu,bk

N + ∑bk
i=1,i�=bk

Ii

, (2)

where, N is the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) and
∑bk

i=1,i�=bk
Ii

is the interference from all other BSs, except the one that the user is try-
ing to connect to. Based on the SINR measurements, users are allocated
to the BS that provides the better service, i.e. the one with the best SINR.

User mobility: Consideration has been given to the on-board passen-
gers positioned in one of the train carriages and moving at a constant
train speed of v. A random offset has been applied by the coordinates
(xc, yc ) ± (xo, yo) meters. The train travels between certain number of
stations in the Westbound direction where a number of passengers get
on-board while others leave the train to alight at the station. A cer-
tain percentage of passengers, Nactive, require connection while being on
a train.

As the train moves through the considered area in a specific direction,
it traverses the BS coverage zones. When no BSs are skipped, passengers
establish their association to the best available BS. As soon as the skip-
ping is performed, passengers connect to the BS that provides the second
best service (assuming that the one being skipped is the best). A HO is
performed whenever the SINR of a BS is better than the one that the user
is currently connected to.

HO cost: HO cost is associated with HO skipping through the entire
train route. HO cost can be defined as [2], �HOc = min(�t · τ, 1), where
�t is the rate of HO per unit time and τ denotes the delay tolerance of

each HO in seconds. Therefore, the
−−→
HOc, is used to calculate the costs

associated with the HOs to quantify the fraction of time along the pas-
sengers path. For the useful transmission, �t · τ should always be greater
than HO delay. Now, PPP-based HO rate for passengers path [3] can be
expressed as �t = 4v

π

√
λ, where v is the train speed, and λ is the PPP

rate. Since the number of HOs per unit length are calculated for HO
rates followed by the velocity v multiplication, the number of HOs per

unit length �l are obtained from the passengers path. Thus,
−−→
HOc can be

defined as �HOc = �l · v · τ .

User throughput: The average passenger throughput (bits/s) affected by
HO rate and the impact of HO skipping have been discussed as [2],

T Pu,bk = W · Ru,bk (1 − −−→
HOc ), (3)

HO Skipping31 2

Outbound StationInbound Station
a) Proposed Architecture

b) Data Structure and Flow
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Fig. 1 Proposed blockchain HO skipping architecture, data structure, and
flow. A specific train line in Westbound direction is considered as a use-case

where, W denotes the overall bandwidth and Ru,bk is the ergodic spectral
efficiency defined by the Shannon’s capacity formula as,

Ru,bk = E(ln(1 + SINR)), (4)

Proposed framework: We present a blockchain-enabled framework
based on the optimisation of HO skipping for train passengers using
PPP [6] mobility prediction model. Figure 1a shows proposed archi-
tecture, where the train path and stations along the mobile network are
represented by the black line and black dots, respectively. Additionally,
the green cells determine BSs that a certain user has connected to, red
cells denote skipped cells, while orange cells denote non-participating
cells. As seen from Figure 1a, it is assumed that whenever a user en-
ters/exits a train station it interacts with the station’s hotspot (either via
WiFi or cellular) by transmitting data low power radio signals to record
station entries and the user’s pseudonymous address in the blockchain.
Since, the framework considers each BS can be run by different opera-
tors not trusting each other, we assume that each BS acts as a node in the
blockchain. Thus, the blockchain can provide a trusted platform for data
exchange and sharing among different providers. By leveraging the his-
toric information collected in Steps (1) and (2), the mobile network can
then make HO skipping decisions for each individual user, in Step (3).
From a more technical perspective, Figure 1b shows the data structure
and data flow of the proposed framework. It is expected that whenever a
user enters/leaves a train station the user, through a mobile application,
sends a transaction to a smart contract at the blockchain, which is re-
sponsible for recording the station entries/exits. These user entries/exits
are recorded as station IDs, together with the pseudonymous address of
the user. This transaction is then mined by the nodes in the blockchain,
which are at the train stations as well as the BSs. After validation, the
information is available at the BSs, which would be used together with
other previous collected data. This is to determine a user history for util-
isation on algorithms outside the blockchain for HO skipping.

A hybrid HO skipping algorithm is considered, as in ref. [2], which
utilises mainly two criterion to define if a BS is going to be skipped
or not. The two criterion for making a skipping decision are: i) if the
size of a cell is lower than a threshold; ii) if the distance when the user
enters the cell and the BS is larger than a threshold. These criterion are
dependent on: the recorded information in the blockchain which holds
user in/out station movements; train’s path & direction; velocity of the
train; and limited sojourn time of every user in a cell. Thus, with all this
information combined, an individual user skipping can be performed.

Simulation scenario: We consider a rectangular area of sides L1 =
2, 000 m, and L2 = 1, 000 m. In this area, S = 11 train stations are posi-
tioned according to the LUO map, (in a 1:10 scale). BSs are positioned
according to a random PPP with rate of λ = 0.0001, each with a band-
width of W = 10 MHz, corresponding to R = 50 RBs, and Tx = 0 dBW.
The Rayleigh channel with a path loss exponent, α = 4, noise spec-
tral density, N0 = −204 dBW. For a use-case, we have used an average
speed of the train between two stations as, v = 64 km/h [14], and the
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Table 1. Average HO cost, throughput, and last hop metrics comparison

- HO cost Avg TP (Mbps) LH SINR (dB) LH delay (ns)

No skipping 0.231 (0%) 42.37 (0%) 5.94 dB = 3.92 W (0%) 85 (0%)

Hybrid [2] 0.099 (57.14%) 40.62 (4.13%) −33.6 dB = 0.000437 W (99.98%) 553 (−550.5%)

Proposed 0.115 (50.21%) 41.61 (1.79%) 5.79 dB = 3.79 W (3.31%) 85 (100%)

Fig. 2 Simulated scenario shows the set of BSs skipped and connected for
(a) the hybrid approach, and (b) the proposed approach

thresholds for the hybrid skipping are of 8.5km2 for the cell area and
88 m for the BS distance. A total of u = 10 users are considered, all
starting from station 1 and ending at station 9. A simulation scenario is
performed in MATLAB, and results are averaged over 10 random runs.
We compare our proposed framework with no skipping, and hybrid skip-
ping [2] in terms of HO cost, average throughput, and last-hop signal
strength & delay. We also show how much storage and transactions per
second (TPS) are needed considering just the simulated path for a Pic-
cadilly line, and the whole LUO network.

Numerical results: Table 1 shows a comparison in terms of HO cost,
weighted average throughput (according to Equation (3)) as well as the
average SINR and delay at the last hop (LH) for all techniques (accord-
ing to Equation (2)). As expected, the no skipping technique performs
the best in terms of throughput, since in this scheme no BSs are skipped.
However, this comes at a price of the highest HO cost. On the other
hand, the hybrid technique [2] has the lowest HO cost, followed closely
by the proposed blockchain-enabled skipping. In terms of throughput, it
can also be seen that the proposed framework achieves a slightly higher
throughput, as by considering the historic information from users (in and
out stations) as well as the train’s path, better results can be achieved. In
addition, since users require a connection whenever they leave a station,
as users are more prone to making calls, or utilising their data, it is also
important to measure the quality of the signal at the last hop (LH). Based
on Table 1 we can see that the proposed technique achieves similar levels
of average SINR and delay as the no skipping case. By utilising the his-
torical information from the users, we can determine which BS the user
should connect to when leaving the train, greatly improving the quality
of its signal when comparing to the hybrid case. In addition, since the
hybrid technique does not have information about a user outbound sta-
tion, it does not handover to the best possible cell, thus it achieves the
lowest possible average SINR and the highest delay, albeit at the lowest
HO cost.

Figure 2 shows a comparison of the simulated scenario for the hybrid
and proposed frameworks in (a) and (b), respectively. In this figure, the
train path is represented by a dotted black line, with the start/end stations
are highlighted by yellow circles, while intermediate stations by red cir-
cles. Blue dots represent BSs, with the larger blue dots representing the
BSs that have been connected to, whereas, red crosses denote BSs that

Fig. 3 Estimated blockchain storage and transactions per second needed

have been skipped. As we can see, since the proposed approach builds
upon the hybrid framework, their mode of operation is quite similar to
the proposed approach being able to connect to the last hop BS (high-
lighted in blue colour in Figure 2), whereas the hybrid approach skips it
(highlighted in red colour in Figure 2). As such, the proposed scheme is
able to operate on top of any other HO skipping technique, and by lever-
aging this information from users, a better connection can be achieved,
as seen by the other results.

Lastly, Figure 3 shows key blockchain performance metrics for stor-
age needed per day and TPS. By considering the average number of
passengers over a week for the pre-defined path, we can see that both
the storage needed at the blockchain and the number of TPS increases
linearly with the number of users. For blockchain storage, it can be seen
that only 17 MB/day is needed (around 6 GB/year), which is reasonable
for today’s standards. Whereas in terms of TPS, in the worst case sce-
nario, a total of around 110 TPS would be necessary. Since traditional
proof-of-stake based blockchain are able to achieve more than 100 TPS,
neither the number of transactions nor storage should be a bottleneck in
the system.

Conclusions: We have presented a novel blockchain-enabled HO skip-
ping framework that provides a secure platform to the train passengers
while analysing their mobility predictions and future directions. The pro-
posed HO schemes take passenger locations, cell-sizes, velocities, and
travelling paths into account to make HO decisions using blockchain ap-
proach, applying maximum privacy while observing passengers trajec-
tory. Our novel blockchain-enabled HO skipping scheme outperforms
among traditionally equipped hybrid HO scheme in terms of average
throughput over the passenger velocity while significantly reducing the
HO costs, and providing better last-hop signal quality and less transmis-
sion delay.
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